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Abstract 
This article investigates two emerging models in educational adminis- 
tration, namely the Christian “service-stewardship,” and the Islamic 
“Khilufuh.” The author traces the historical developments and intellec- 
tual traditions within which the current educational administration has 
evolved, and the transfoxmation that the discipline has undergone. The 
article highlights the basic premises, the components of each model, 
and the implications for educational administration. The juxtaposition 
of the two models reveals shared elements and divergence. The article 
concludes with a discussion of the potential contribution of the two 
models, as well as the legitimate concerns that should be addressed. 

Educational administration is characterized by an ongoing search for per- 
spectives. “Cyclical crises,’’ “paradigm shifts” and “cultural revitalization” 
are some of the expressions used to describe the radical transformation that 
the discipline has undergone. A pattern of “trends-counter-trends,” which 
stems from and results in confrontational positions on some dualities such 
as “is-ought,” “individual-organization,” “values-facts,” and the like, can 
be discerned in twentieth century literature. Those polarized positions 
reflect different worldviews. 

The legacy is now replete with theories, the majority of which were 
developed within the dominating positivistic traditions of research. But lit- 
erature reflecting intevretive, critical, and cultural paradigms is ever grow- 
ing. In the quest for alternatives, a widening circle of scholars is bordered 
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at the confines of religion? Essentially, though, many scholars, particular- 
ly in the West, shy away from specifying religion as an orienting frame- 
w o k 3  Other scholars, however, have become more straightforward in 
identlfylng religion as a viable alternative to the secular models! 

In the Islamic context, dissatisfaction with the secular models coincides 
with a desire to decolonize the Muslim mind and life. The call for 
Islamization of management is gaining momentum with the Islamic 
revivalism that has been sweeping through the Islamic world since the late 
1970s. In addition to disseminating pertinent literature: some practical 
steps have also been taken? 

This article is concerned with two emerging religious-laden models in 
educational administration: Christian service-stewardship and Islamic khi- 
lafah. For this purpose, relevant literature (articles, publications, docu- 
ments, texts, and the like) are analyzed. To put this article in perspective, 
the antecedents, implications, and prospects of both models are discussed. 
The article shows that many of the shortcomings in educational organiza-- 
tions are the function of existing secular models of management in which 
religion is deemed totally irrelevant. This concern cuts across almost all 
religions, particularly Islam and Christianity. Western secular literature is 
well known to Muslim scholars and is frequently cited and drawn upon by 
them. But there is no Islamic study citing religious-based literature 
(Christian). In fact, “voices that speak from within a Judeo-Christian frame- 
work are often missing from the mainstream debate.”7 This also applies to 
Islamic literature, which still competes for space in learned publications. 
On the other hand, most Islamic and Christian literature is on public and 
business administration, while educational administration is rarely 
addressed. 

A Backdrop 
As a discipline, educational administration is widely viewed as an 

applied social science that came into being a century ago, a legacy of the 
period of Western Enlightenment. Born in the midst of profound tension 
between religion and liberal culture in Europe, social sciences were com- 
mitted to the positivistic view that religion, at best, be assigned a private 
realm rather than an overarching system of values and beliefs. Science and 
reason were to replace religion as a legitimate source of knowledge. This 
vision was anchored in a broad theory of secularization and moderniza- 
tion.* This model was so compelling that for a long time it monopolized 
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sociological inquiry and permeated even the Christian religious establish- 
ment. Rush9 lamented the fact that “many Christian organs have accepted 
the world’s philosophy of management, attempting to accomplish God‘s 
work using a management philosophy diametrically opposed to biblical 
principles.” 

Western Enlightenment ushered in an era of positivist science, which 
placed heavy emphasis on quantification, verification, value-free observa- 
tion, and objectivity. The aims of positivistic science are to predict and con- 
trol. Social sciences looked at hard science (particularly physics) as a 
model.1° In educational administration, the thrust has been on producing a 
hypothetic-deductive law-like structure of generalizations for administra- 
tive phenomena. The scientific approach to educational administration rest- 
ed on the premise that “data on man’s social life lend themselves to scien- 
tific study in the same manner as do those of physics or biology, so long as 
we are careful not to confuse the ‘is’ and the ‘ought.’”l 

These very assumptions have doomed all positivistic scholarship in edu- 
cational administration to collapse. The scientific methods, quantification, 
and measurement that are widely exalted in natural sciences are viewed 
inadequate to study human and social behavior. They strip human beings of 
their will, intention, and reflection.12 

The scientific model propagated by mainstream theorists is still f d y  
rooted in Newtonian science.13 The irony is that hard scientists have left the 
Newtonian model behind “just when social scientists seem to have their sci- 
ence down and connect the multiple strings of variables to a coherent the- 
ory.”l4 In the same manner, social scientists were ahead of organizational 
theorists in departing from orthodox positivistic science.15 

Positivism, which could not fulfill its promise on the theoretical level, has 
left much to be desired at the practical level of management.16 According 
to Sergiovanni, l7 traditional management overemphasizes bureaucratic, 
psychological and technical rationality while seriously neglecting profes- 
sional and moral authority. This utilitarian approach leaves no space for 
moral deliberation, and excludes the normative questions concerning the 
relation between leaders and others.’* This results in “goal displacement” 
whereby the noble goals of education are sacrificed for the sake of apply- 
ing rules and regulations. Related to goal displacement is the so-called 
“trained incapacity” or tendency to focus knowledge, attention, and skills 
so narrowly that principals and teachers become incapable of thinking and 
acting beyond their prescribed r01es.l~ ’ 
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These practices are perpetuated by leaders who generally have insuffi- 
cient understanding of the dynamics and complexity of organizations thus 
viewing them as linear, deterministic, and mechanistic systems?O Another 
factor is the corporate managerial approach, which encourages competitive 
and individualistic corporate culture that too frequently rewards naked 
ambition and manipulation, and emphasizes self-serving practices and the 
saliency of role and structure over ethical and authentic behavior?l 

Lost in this approach to management is faith in leaders. “We search in 
vain to find leaders we can have faith in. Our doubts are not about our lead- 
ers’ talents, but about their trustworthiness.”22 Recent research studies and 
literature on institutions of higher learning ... reveal wide distrust of lead- 
ers as a consequence of the “corporate culture” and “new rnanageriali~m.”~~ 

Also lost is safety in schools. Teachers report verbal and physical abuse 
and scores of children have been killed or wounded with guns. Moral 
decline manifesting in drug addiction, sexual harassment, student pregnan- 
cy, antisocial values and the like, has reached alarming levels. Data even 
from religious schools warrant a leadership review.” In Malaysia, the New 
Straits Times (September 7, 1999) reported that “Police help is sought to 
curb indiscipline in schools, check the rise in crimes among pupils.” In its 
editorial titled “No room for breach of security” on September 20,1999, the 
same daily gave a very womsome picture of the safety of school students. 

The discredit of positivist science has led to or coincided with the emer- 
gence of new paradigms, such as the interpretive and critical paradigms. In 
educational administration, the 1970s witnessed severe paradigm shifts. 
Scholars have come to realize that the scientific approach is incapable of 
dealing with ethical issues that lie at the heart of an administrator’s practice 
and appeals to human subjectivity. Increasingly, the trend is to turn educa- 
tional management into a transformational, emancipatory, and reflective 
practice rather than a technical one.25 

Significant as it may be, the question is whether the interpretive and crit- 
ical approaches are in themselves sufficient to guide research activity and 
thereby gain paradigm status. As with positivism, interpretive and critical 
approaches are not flawless, thus indicating that while positivism has been 
for sometime under threat, it is still here, at least in its modified version 
(post-positivism). Whether there will be reconciliation or paradigm wars is 
controversial.26 

As with positivism, various components of secular scholarship have been 
criticized in the past few decades. Today, it is widely agreed that in the 21st 
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century religion will not be dead nor will secularism disappear from our 
vocabulary or thought. But developments in the social-scientific study of 
religion have begun to erode secularism’s ~redibility?~ 

Religious Revival 
The Church, on the other hand, has adapted to the changing world by 

accommodating rather than fighting science. Religious organizations have 
established institutions that provide the same social functions as secular 
ones (schools, hospitals, youth movements, senior citizens homes, social 
welfare movements, newspapers and so forth), which focus on aggregate 
human needs and social justice aside from spiritual needs. Dobbelaere 
views this development as “internal secularization.”28 Similar efforts have 
been invested in the Islamic context. The old Kuttub and Pondok (tradi- 
tional school) have given way to the modem institution in which revealed 
knowledge and human knowledge are integrated. This runs parallel to the 
establishment of Islamic institutions in other sectors such as Islamic banks, 
which work to establish the practical relevance of Islam. 

In management, recent research suggests that religion has reemerged as 
an important participant in the academic debate on administrative issues. 
Administrative issues are redefined as moral issues, on which the church 
has a right to ~ p e a k . 2 ~  Likewise, a constant flow of Islamic writings shows 
that management is not a technical matter, but a human endeavor for which 
religion has come as a guide. 

Pertinent to this is the reported increased use of “spirituality” at work, not 
in a “religious” sense, but more in a sense of questioning the deeper pur- 
pose or meaning of actions in the light of values such as honesty, trust, 
social conscience, and justice.3o Trusting and caring relationships are iden- 
tified as central to the development of a culture in which the values of hon- 
esty, integrity, fair-mindedness, loyalty, justice, equity, freedom, and 
autonomy are internalized, particularly by leaders, and find expression 
through everyday practices and 

Apart from the above factors, proponents of the religious trend have their 
own reasons to call for introducing religious perspectives in management. 
Some Christian circles are concerned that Christian values maybe under- 
mined because of rapid movement away from the small neighborhood 
social structure and toward increased commercialization, entertainment, 
and the disparity between home-church values and those fostered in public 
schools.32 
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Other Christian scholars are interested in making religion relevant to life. 
While the Bible is not a comprehensive textbook on organization, 
Lawrence argues, it does provide principles that shape organizational struc- 
ture and operations. Its principles and subject matter are broad; they deter- 
mine what should be done, how, and ~ h y . 3 ~  

Propagating religion in organizations is another factor. “We want to pass 
to others what we know in heart and experience to be the only way of life. 
Words are only one form of witness. Qualities of character, energy at work, 
cheerfulness, firmness, fairness in conduct, helpfulness, and concern for 
those around us speak a good deal louder than words.”34 

Subscribers to this perspective do not concede that education and man- 
agement are issues of organizational science and research they are rather 
directly related to faith. ‘Our actions, including those we take as inquirers 
cannot occur without reference to our worldviews or paradigms’, Jenkins 
holds.35 

For Muslims, managing organizations from an Islamic perspective is an 
act of ‘ibadah (worship). Articulating an Islamic perspective to manage- 
ment enables Muslim scholars and practitioners to approach the field with 
a unified vision-a manifestation of Islamic unity. Contributing to the field 
is a civilizational necessity in that it helps engage Muslims with the intel- 
lectual other in a creative way that transcends aping and naive ~electivity.~~ 
Such engagement is a form of Islamic witnessing. Al B u r a e ~ ~ ~  holds that 
the reemergence of Islamic identity is a manifestation of a larger global dis- 
enchantment with alien models. It is also a manifestation of growing self- 
confidence that inspires Muslims to turn to indigenous modes of manage- 
ment. 

On the practical level, the Islamic perspective is a necessity, 
“Notwithstanding the general principles and widely shared concepts, the 
diversity of national contexts requires that problems in education be 
addressed in their particular contexts. To do this, tools of thought and 
frameworks are needed.”38 

Muslim scholars share with Christian counterparts the concern for moral 
decline and its far-reaching effects on organizations. In the absence of 
ethics and vdues, corruption flourishes and inhibits the successful per- 
formance of organizations. Preoccupation with rationality, efficiency, and 
effectiveness (at any price) reflects pure materialistic concern to the exclu- 
sion of ethical and moral values such as the dignity of the individual, social 
equity, personal growth, and so 
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Against this backdrop the Christian “service-steward leadership” and 
Islamic “khilafah” models evolved as alternatives for the dominating posi- 
tivistic management. 

Christian Stewardship-Service Model 
The recent models in management that lean more towards values, ethics, 

principles, virtues, morality, spirituality and authenticity have turned their 
attention to two old concepts: “service” and “stewardship.”4o 

Understanding leadership as the acceptance and embodiment of one’s 
stewardship responsibilities is important to recapture leadership as a pow- 
erful force for school improvement. Sergi~vanni~~ suggests that the beliefs, 
ideals and values that can be derived from sacred authority provide a sense 
of purpose. It builds a covenant of shared values that bonds people in a 
common cause; transforms a school from an organization into a learning, 
empowered and enabled community; and inspires commitment, devotion, 
and service. 

The religious Christian trend in administration picks up from here, 
embedding both terms into biblical legacy and missionary aspirations. To 
serve society without being society’s slave you need an anchor outside soci- 
ety, e.g., faith in God, Sandmark Moreover, “Service is a central 
concept in the Bible. Jesus talks about himself as a servant and all his fol- 
lowers as each other’s servants.”43 Commenting on Jesus’s statement “My 
kingdom is not from this world” (John 18:36), Akuchie4 contrasts Jesus’s 
leadership and worldly leadership. While the former is motivated by a 
desire to serve and not by self-gratification, the latter is considered the road 
to prominence, stardom and survival of the fittest. 

This concept is further supported by Jesus’s address to his disciples 
“Among the heathen, kings are tyrants and each minor official lords it over 
those beneath him. But among you it is different. Anyone wanting to be a 
leader among you must be your servant. And if you want to be right at the 
top, you must serve like a slave. ... I, the Messiah, did not come to be served 
but to serve.” (Matthew, 20:20-28). In Rush’s view, this passage marked a 
sharp contrast between the world’s philosophy of management and that of 
Jesus, “Leaders in a secular system of management often use their author- 
ity and power to lord it over the people under them, though the most 
enlightened ones do not. A Christian leader should not behave that way. He 
is to serve those under him by helping them to reach maximum effective: 
ness. And the higher up in an organization a person goes, the more he is to 
serve.”45 
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Christian scholars draw upon the story of Rehoboam (1 Kings 12:7) who 
ignored the godly advice “if today you will be a servant to these people and 
serve them and give them a favorable answer, they will always be your ser- 
vants.” Instead, he used his power and authority to manipulate, control, and 
exploit people. As a result, the nation rebelled against him and he lost the 
majority of his people.& 

The concept of service was incorporated into the Prague de~laration~~ on 
education which addressed a wide range of educational issues. On educa- 
tional management, the declaration states: 

educational management should serve the higher purpose of education 
rather than a merely economically driven vision; 
educational management should always seek to protect and assist the poor, 
marginalized, the powerless, and the disadvantaged; 
educational leadership should be devoted to vision, inspiration, and service, 
rather than dominance; and 
exercise of power should be in a facilitative, open, authoritative manner, 
rather than a punitive, closed, and authoritarian manner. 

Stewardship is intimately related to service. It is defined as “holding in 
trust, using and investing that which belongs to someone else.”48 It con- 
notes initiative, responsibility, and direction; goes beyond mere profit to 
furthering self, corporate enhancement and consensus b~ilding.4~ A stew- 
ard is in service to, rather than in control of, others. Stewardship adopts 
education and persuasion not coercion. Both means and ends are critical. 
Other voices and community values have their impact. This very nature of 
stewardship gives it a spiritual dimension “to honor what has been given to 
us, to use power with a sense of grace, and to pursue purposes that tran- 
scend short-term self interest.’5o 

Christian scholars distinguish between Christian stewardship and that of 
mankind, “Relationship to God and response to Christ define stewardship 
as Christian.” Clinard51 emphasizes that Christian stewardship is essential- 
ly a life of response to God for his goodness and to Jesus for his love. 
‘There can be no ulterior motive for a life of Christian stewardship,” he 
adds?2 Being divinely motivated entails a sense of duty and gratitude, 
which stems from the recognition that all one has is given by God, that one 
is accountable for the handling of it all, and that one has to reciprocate or 
repay the goodness received. Christian stewardship is a willingly accepted 
and embraced lifelong 0bligation.5~ 

9 
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Providing a proper understanding and practice of stewardship is an 
important task of Christian educational management. Educational man- 
agers should realize that stewardship sums up all Christian duty and obli- 
gations.% Above all, it should be formed early in the life of a Christian 
(school age) to serve as a real deterrent against carelessness or worldliness. 
The points of departure for Christian stewardship in educational manage- 
ment are the following: recognition of the ownership of God, recognition of 
position as a sacred treasure; recognition of personal responsibilities; recognition 
of accountability; and involvement of time, life, talent, and money. 

Implications for Educational Managements5 
Service and stewardship have important ramifications for educational 

management, which centers on service and stewardship, not just productiv- 
ity. School performance, for instance, may be measured not only by the 
number of students who score high in examinations but also by providing 
learning opportunities, and helping needy students. 

Educational management should see to it that Biblical content is proper- 
ly taught, that spiritual life and evangelizing are taken seriously, and that 
youth are involved in mission. Expressed otherwise, academic attainment 
is not the only concern. 

Educational management should look not only at what it is and what it 
does, but also at how it does what it does. This implies that ends should not 
be accomplished by improper means. Management ought not look primari- 
ly at content or method but at the purpose. Why do we educate, what con- 
stitutes better people, how are we meant to live. 

Educational managers should be very conscious of their standards of 
service. The standards they set for themselves should be tougher and high- 
er than those other people set for them. They should at least be as involved 
in the job as the demands of the job require; however, managers should not 
allow their jobs to run away with them. A ruthless pursuit of a job to the 
exclusion of church and family life is an equal error in the other direction. 

Leadership should become a type or pattern of life and conduct. The 
quality of an administrator’s or teacher’s personal life (character and integri- 
ty) often has a greater influence than his skills, proficiencies, productivity, 
and credibility. This is antithetical to the emphasis today on success rather 
than on conduct and character. Modem management in general does not 
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concern itself with the personal, private life of the employee but @her with 
hisher performance. 

This kind of leadership requires leaders with God-given capacity, with 
ability to take initiative and responsibility, who serve rather than use peo- 
ple, who can influence others, who focus on process and product, who do 
not "pass the buck" when something goes wrong, who will not tell stories 
that discredit others, who will respect a decision that has been made even 
though they may have been outspoken against it before it was made, and 
who are cheerful, buoyant and resilient in difficult situations. In summary, 
a leader is a role model. 

concerning interpersonal relationships, the central purpose of the Gospel 
is to draw human beings into relationships that depict deeper levels of inti- 
macy, bonding, support, care, sharing, discipline, encouragement, affma- 
tion, deeper togethemess, love, forgiveness, unity, mutual sympathy, 
prayers, and service. Priority should be given to relationships rather than to 
programs and projects. Once again, this is not so in the prevailing models 
where the thrust of administrators' work is on the implementation of pro- 
grams and projects rather than on interpersonal relationships?6 

Concerning the relationship of the leader and the led, Christian adminis- 
trators are first among equals, not bosses. They should show equality of 
treatment, not hierarchical advantage. They are leaders who help, not con- 
trol. The hierarchy of authority is a functional necessity both for the form- 
ing of decisions and for their execution. Christians will do their best to see 
that they are respected for their qualities and not for their trappings. This 
depiction of administrators appears over idealistic compared with the priv- 
ileges and power given to excutives in modem organizations. 

Christian leaders should be pleasant people to work for and live with. 
This stems from their belief that whatever ability and intelligence they have 
and whatever qualities of authority they may possess is not of their own 
making, but from God. This, and Paul's command to examine oneself, and 
James's command to confess one's faults enhances humbleness and coun- 
terbalances arrogance. 
Staff and students should be taught correct principles and the application 

of techniques that enable self-govemance. This requires that educational 
management provide circumstances where staff apd students can function 
freely with the leader and within their work group subject to only broad 
accountability. A leader is not a person who can do the work better than the 
staff but who can get staff to do the work better than he or she can. 
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The Christian concept of fellowship is strongly advocated. This concept 
requires that every member of the organization (i.e., school) is to promote 
and practice genuine fellowship. Members are responsible to exhibit deep, 
caring concern for one another. This includes earnest, mutual interdepend- 
ence on one another. Maturity develops best through some forms of caring 
which small groups experience. This kind of fellowship does not exclude 
competition as long as it does not mean destroying one’s competitors. 

Concerning the relationship with the organizatiordemployer, the attitude 
to the organization (e.g., school) in public should be one of respect. To crit- 
icize openly is almost certain to harm the interest of the organization. 
Loyalty, however, should not be blind. The relationship with a teacher is 
contractual. Allegiance to organization is not equivalent to an oath or dec- 
laration of loyalty and it is quite wrong for employers to demand them. 
Staffers should be enthusiastic rather than apologetic about their work. 
They should also leave a well-organized situation behind so that they min- 
imize any damage caused by their departure. In principle, staffers should 
not leave before they put into the organization as much as they have taken 
out. 

In return, employers should be fair to teachers. Paul addressed employers 
thus, “Masters, give unto your servants that which is just and equal.” 
Absolute justice is impossible but there are certain broad standards that can 
be applied. An employer or manager should try to help teachers in their 
careers. He should never be one to hoard his expertise in order to make 
himself indispensable. This requires providing systematic training and cre- 
ating opportunities for professional growth. 

Christian leadership is not irreconcilable with exercising discipline. 
Discipline is necessary in all human organizations, the more so in organi- 
zations where people’s livelihood and their safety depend on everybody 
keeping to the rules, such as schools. 

The employer should not use religion to keep teachers quiet and well 
behaved. What matters more than anything else is that the employer shall 
be fair and will be seen to have the interests of hisher staff at heart. 

This kind of relationship requires a distinctively Christian culture per- 
vading it. Such culture is not an add-on (e.g., spiritual dimension) to an oth- 
erwise secular organizational framework. It is a way of life with character- 
istics similar in many respects to a cultural identity. 
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The Islamic Khilufuh 
Khilufuh is the reference point in the Islamic model of management. It is 

an untranslatable term that connotes the meanings of agency, stewardship, 
trusteeship, developing and handling resources on behalf of the real owner. 
The closest equivalent is “vicegerency,” which is used by Yusuf Ali, the 
renowned translator of the meaning of the Holy Quran. In his comment on 
verse 30 of chapter 2 of the Holy Quran, he writes, “The perfect vicegerent 
is he who has the power of initiative himself, but whose independent action 
always reflects perfectly the will of his principal.”57 According to Al- 
Najjar,” khilufuh is an assignment undertaken by man to accomplish the 
ultimate goal, that is, “worshipping and pleasing Allah.” 
To carry out khilufuh, human beings have to manage this earth in a way 

that glorifies God. This may be achieved by investing in the earth, devel- 
oping its abundant resources, and discovering its secrets and rules as allud- 
ed to in divine instructions. “It is He Who hath produced you from the earth 
and settled you therein: Then ask forgiveness of Him, and turn to Him, for 
my Lord is near, ready to answer.”59 

The human being/hlifah, then, is what a Muslim, whether a manager or 
otherwise, should toil to become. From this perspective, Islamic manage- 
ment is the application of khilufuh in an organization, and educational man- 
agement is the application of Islamic management in an educational setting. 
Islamic management comprises three main components: theoretical frame- 
work, concepts and observed behavior and outcomes. It links the here and 
now with the hereafter. It is practiced on earth with a view to win heaven. 

Khihfuh in Educational Management 
The Theoretical Framework 

The concept of the human being as khulifah is deeply rooted in the broad- 
er Islamic worldview, which shapes a Muslim’s view of life, other human 
beings, and the universe. It is anchored in the purposes of the Shari‘ah 
(muqusid), which are meant to provide happiness for human beings in this 
life and in the hereafter.6o Not being a theological thesis, it affects all 
domains of administration, as will be shown. 

The Concepts and Observed Behavior6’ 
Educational management is neither mere technical, rational practice nor 

instructional leadership. Educational management is not just an applied 
social science, as it is often conceived of in prevailing literature, rather, it 
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is a reflective, purposeful, and conscious human endeavor, firmly tied to the 
ultimate goal of life, which is worshipping Allah. It coalesces with other 
educational and societal subsystems that aim to deliver the goals of educa- 
tion. This transforms educational administration into a mission that gives 
the organization a sense of direction. 

The balance that characterizes the Islamic worldview helps overcome the 
contentious dualities in educational administration, such as “is-ought,” 
“individual-organization,” “task-orientation/human-orientation,” “value- 
fact,” in addition to the controversies concerning the legitimate sources of 
administrative knowledge and the role of theoretical knowledge and so on. 
In practice, the descriptive aspect (what is) will be considered, though it 
will not dictate, the prescriptive (what ought to be). A congruency between 
the individual‘s dispositions and the organization’s expectations will be 
sought. Facts should be the basis for decisions, but we should realize that 
facts are often mediated. The bulk of an administrator’s work is value- 
laden. Scientific and empirical knowledge should inform the administra- 
tor’s work but it is not the only legitimate knowledge. Revealed knowledge 
is not only legitimate, but more than anythmg else, supersedes knowledge 
generated from other sources. 

The concept of the human being as khilafah helps to resolve recurring 
value conflicts, helps to decide what is important and what is trivial, helps 
to schedule and plan, and so on. Thereby, administration will be deeper, 
less superficial, more holistic; every issue or event will be viewed in its 
relation with other issues, the antecedents and consequences will be con- 
sidered. 

The model entails that management should not jeopardize the position of 
three elements: religion, human beings, and the environment. To the con- 
trary, every decision or activity should be taken to enhance the position of 
these elements. Here human being refers to all concerned parties, be they 
student, teacher, administrator, or a member of the public. Similarly, the 
environment refers to all kinds of environment be it social, cultural, or 
physical. 

With proper howledge of human nature as extensively elaborated upon 
in the Quran, administrators are in a better position to deal with students, 
staff, superiors and the public. The Islamic position on human nature helps 
in designing role descriptions and performance appraisals, and provides the 
basis for training programs and other functions well known in the field of 
human resource management. Idealistic and realistic expectations can be 
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set forth and a developmental approach that starts from the realistic with the 
intention of achieving the ideal. With such an approach, school staff, stu- 
dents, and the community’ form constituencies of untapped potential. This 
balanced approach helps to reduce the stress and burnout symptoms which 
teachers and administrators complain of these days. Stress and burnout 
aside, unrealistic expectations and unreasonable burdens may lead to apa- 
thy, alienation, superficial performance and 

The Islamic model maintains and upholds the dignity of man in organi- 
zation (i.e., students, staff, and members of the school community). The 
unique position of man in Islam and the missionary nature of administra- 
tion entail that members of both the internal and external publics of school 
be seen as shareholders equally concerned for the educational enterprise, 
rather than as means to be used or even resources to be tapped to achieve a 
desired goal. Rules and regulations, hierarchy, productivity, efficiency, and 
other considerations should not jeopardize man’s dignity. This concept con- 
siderably dilutes the adverse effects of contemporary organizational life 
such as boredom, rigidity, corruption, communication gaps, and so on. The 
balance characteristic of the Islamic worldview, however, requires that the 
interests of those who manage, who are being managed, and who are affect- 
ed by management’s decision be considered. 

Islamic values and ethics impinge upon all areas of administration-the 
decision making, interpersonal relationship, inputs, outputs, planning, eval- 
uating, controlling, and so on. Values necessary for developing and 
improving life (i.e., the performance of organization) in the here and now 
are emphasized, among them being competition, cooperation, perfection- 
ism, efficiency, diligence, smartness, being hardworking on the one hand 
and caring, sharing, love, cooperation and concern on the other. Once again 
this displays balance and comprehensiveness. Being result-oriented should 
not end in inflicting injustice, manipulating, and being indifferent to the 
weak and the underprivileged. Likewise, being lenient should not jeopard- 
ize the interests of the organization. An administrator working from this 
perspective should be affectionate, considerate and human-oriented, while 
at the same time should show disapproval if the results are disappointing. 
It is a radical departure from both the social Darwinist and laissez-fair 
approaches. 

Internalizing values and ethics together with other principles makes 
Islamic educational administration antithetical to prevailing models. One 
implication is that schools should embark on everlasting moral delibera- 
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tions. School administrators realize that they are not leading a flock of func- 
tionaries. The staff are also responsible leaders and the Organization is 
bound by Islamic values and ethics. They have the right to say what they 
think and to question policies and practices. The leaders are duty bound to 
listen, consult, and convince. Of course, there is the risk of loosing control, 
which is why Islamic management requires highly educated, qualified, 
able, and sincere leaders. Compared with other approaches it is very 
demanding. 

Instilling Islamic values helps to minimize the abuse and misuse of law 
and rules. It even minimizes the need to resort to the law. This is of partic- 
ular importance these days as schools, teachers, and administrators are now 
increasingly taken to the courts, a development that threatens to deprive 
education of its noble mission. In an Islamic organization, staff are not 
over-legalistic. 

The organization (e.g., school) will be transformed into a micro-Ummah, 
a community of learners who view their work as worship, who compete for 
the best, and at the sametime extend a hand to help others to catch up. 
Knowledge to such a community is a blessing from Allah to be shared 
rather than power used to dominate. It does not advocate the ‘‘survival of 
the fittest” mentality where manipulation, controlling, and even obstructing 
others prevail. The administrator is a leader of leaders not the superordinate 
of subordinates; the first among equals who shoulders burdens rather than 
enjoys privileges; who works “with” rather than “through” others. From the 
Islamic perspective, a principal will not arrogantly or pretentiously work to 
shape the followers’ behaviors, but to work with them to further the insti- 
tution’s real performance, not only the image. A principal guided by Islamic 
perspective believes that hierarchy is a mechanism to facilitate, rather than 
to confer honor on some while withholding dignity from others. According 
to this approach teachers should be seen as leaders, should be given the 
opportunity and provided the necessary facilities to excel in leadership. Not 
only teachers but other staff and even students should be trained to lead. An 
administrator’s performance will be judged by, among other factors, prepar- 
ing others to lead. This should, of course, be counterbalanced by accounta- 
bility (there should be office bearers) and realism (not every person can or 
wants to lead). 

All administrative processes and functions, such as planning, organizing, 
coordinating, budgeting, and performance appraisal will be shaped by the 
Islamic perspective, down to the details. Space does not allow for elabora- 
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tion here, but the curious reader can refer to a number of scholarly attempts. 
N u s ~ e ~ ~  wrote about Islamic relevance to “control” and “organize” 
processes; Tayeb@ investigated the implications of the Islamic perspective 
for human resource management; Al MitairiG investigated the implications 
of the Islamic perspective for “planning.” Recently, this endeavor was 
extended to educational administration. Salleh& listed school principal 
activities in different areas that could be drawn from the Islamic perspec- 
tive. A similar exercise in the areas of communication, decision-making 
and safety, and occupational health has been done by me.67 It should be 
emphasized that all these attempts are intellectual exercises (a kind of ijti- 
had), which are subject to an ongoing process of refmement. An ijtihad may 
misread the intention of the revealed text, therefore, it should be formulat- 
ed carefully by qualified people, and applied in a nondogmatic manner. 
Flexibility is imperative. Educational administrators face novel situations 
that require innovative applications. Applying the revealed text to emerg- 
ing cases should be conducted with utmost rigor. Literal understanding and 
application of the revealed text, pretentious self-righteousness, equating a 
person’s understanding with divine intention, and similar forms of intellec- 
tual laxity will defeat the purpose. 

The Outcome 
The Islamic perspective promises a lot. Islamically guided schools are 

supposed to achieve the highest goals in academic and cocurricular activi- 
ties within available means and under existing constraints. Academic 
attainment coalesces with spiritual promotion and physical growth to pro- 
duce well-rounded graduates who subscribe to a mission beyond them- 
selves. The premises will be clean and conducive to learning. Schools will 
be full of joy, hospitable and attractive to both external and internal publics. 
This could be measured by the extent to which these publics, particularly 
students, like the place and make it a radiating model. The absentee, 
hunover, and dropout rates, the tension, stress and burnout levels will be 
tolerable. Conflict will be functional and handled in a helpful manner. 
People will not be too legalistic or obsessed with trivialities and self-gain. 
Interpersonal relationships will be characterized by trust, love, leniency, 
and altruism. A caring and sharing spirit will permeate the place. Passion 
for excellence, achievement, and breaking records will be of paramount 
importance. Competition will- be encouraged together with cooperation. 
People will stick to their rights and diligently undertake their duties. The 
healthy climate will nip in the bud all kinds of backbiting and slandering, 
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and put hypocrites to shame. The soil will not be fertile for envy, hatred, 
and gossip. Professional growth will not be obstructed. People will be 
ambitious, and have high self-esteem, however, they will be tolerant and 
patient. The place will be almost free of violence, gangs, AIDS, drug addic- 
tion, sexual harassment, unmarried pregnancy, sexual deviation, and other 
manifestations of moral decline. It is assumed that verbal and physical 
abuse, smoking and other acts of misconduct will be minimized. 
Communication will go vertically, horizontally and diagonally. People will 
be open-minded, nonparochial, and engage with others with self-confi- 
dence. 

Con c I u d i ng Re marks 
Khilafah, the reference point in Islamic literature, and “service and stew- 

ardship,” the thematic thread in contemporary Christian writings, have been 
transformed into articulated models of management. This article has inves- 
tigated the circumstances leading to the emergence of these religious mod- 
els in educational administration. The far-reaching implications for educa- 
tional administration were also explored. The juxtaposition of the two mod- 
els reveals many common elements, which we will explore below. 

Both models depart from secular premises. On the theoretical level, reli- 
gious texts are employed to articulate perspectives that orient management, 
thought, and practice. This includes the position on human nature, the uni- 
verse and life down to the positions on ontological, epistemological, and 
methodological issues. 

These perspectives help communities understand organizational behavior 
and guide organizational performance. Bajunid holds that the theoretical 
assumptions provided by the Islamic perspective are no less significant or 
relevant than many of the findings and recommendations of empirical 
research works. He says that “in many instances, the insights gathered from 
revealed knowledge and the supportive interpretations and commentaries 
are more profound compared to those insights from the scientific research 
traditions.”68 Sergiovanni considers knowledge drawn from the “sacred 
authority” on par, in terms of legitimacy, with knowledge generated from 
science. 

On the pct ical  level what appears as purely technical management 
issues are redefined as moral issues where religion becomes relevant. 

Applying religious models entails a radical transformation in manage- 
ment, thought, and practice. Administration becomes “service and stew- 
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ardship” in the Christian model, and “khilufuh” in the Islamic model. 
Schools become “covenants” (the Christian term) or “micro-Ummah” (the 
Islamic term). Pleasing God and looking to the hereafter are of paramount 
importance. Values and ethics are given high status. Love, sympathy, 
leniency and mercy are on par with efficiency and effectiveness. 
Empowerment, “power-and-work with,” Shuruh-based management 
replaces the hierarchical, “power over,” and “working through others” 
approach. Ideally, administrators do not aim to “manipulate” and “control” 
but to “understand” and “cooperate.” This impinges on the administrator- 
staff, intrastaff, and internal-external public relationships in terms of deci- 
sion-making, prioritizing, planning, organizing, scheduling, and all other 
administrative processes. 

The religious model promises that a school will be effective, efficient, 
and at the same time morally upright. “By their fruits you know them,” 
Moms argues to prove the distinctive features of Catholic sch00ls.6~ 
Academic achievement aside, Christian scholars promote religion as a 
deterrent against moral decline in schools. Possibly nothing less than a reli- 
gious campaign, Noddings70 argues, will work well against the malaise in 
schools. 

Likewise, the Islamic perspective is assumed to contribute to a virtue- 
based and excellence-oriented organization where the physical, spiritual, 
intellectual needs of its populace are catered for. In such an organization 
many problems that seem incurable in modem organizations disappear, 
while other problems are kept at a minimum, as elaborated above (under 
the “outcomes” of the Islamic model). 

Despite the above commonalities, the differences between the Islamic 
and Christian positions on human nature and other fundamental issues 
should not be underplayed. For instance, the Christian concepts of “origi- 
nal sin“ and “the fall of man,” both of which requiring “salvation” through 
the church, are antithetical to the Islamic concept offifitruh, that is, that a 
human being is born inclining toward goodness. This fundamental differ- 
ence manifests in differences in the implementation of education and edu- 
cational management. The Islamic position on the original nature of human 
beings is more conducive to creating healthy, less-hierarchical interperson- 
al relationships based on trust. In educational management, this results in 
giving more latitude to staff and learners to explore different alternatives. It 
entails the belief in the capability of staff and learners to design their course 
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of learning with limited external interference. It sustains and promotes the 
self-esteem of both the staff and students. 

Legitimate Concerns 
Promising as religious models may appear, there are legitimate concerns 

and issues that should be addressed. 
Both models are still in their formative stages. Rae and Wong71 point to 

the dearth of sophisticated treatment of management issues in Christian lit- 
erature. ‘These issues seem to be strangely absent from church pulpits and 
other religious institutions.” Schroeder states that “it has been largely in the 
past one hundred years that attention has turned to the educational philoso- 
phy and methodology of Jesus as recorded in the Gospels.” One difficulty, 
he adds, is that “the process by which the New Testament scriptures were 
written, circulated, and integrated into the life of the rapidly expanding 
church is not entirely known.”” In this respect, S h a ~ ~ ~  asks: Can patterns 
of first century Palestinian life validly be applied in the modem world? The 
difficulty, he adds, arises when the Gospel record is extended and squeezed 
to fit particular educational theories or used to seek Biblical justification for 
various pedagogical practices, or bring a presupposed educational theory to 
the Scripture for a stamp of approval. This can lead to absurd results, he 
opines. This problem is compounded by the fact that “historically most of 
Christendom has received its management philosophy and principles from 
the secular business 

Likewise, there is general agreement that there is yet no contemporary 
body of seminal literature on Islamic management, much less educational 
management. Maybe Islamic literature has gone beyond the stage of cri- 
tiquing the prevailing secular models but much is still desired. Not only cre- 
ative efforts are required but vigilance against hasty and unscrupulous con- 
clusions. In this respect, Bajunaid warns: 

While Islamization frees the minds from the mind-forged manacles of 
Western generated categories, they may at the same time create local- 
mind forged manacles which may be equally mindless. This may 
occur if the motive and means for the mindset changes are not in quest 
of truth but more as a reaction to some form of foreign intellectual 
d0mination.7~ 

In the same vein, some Muslim authors have an irrational inclination to 
prove Muslim precedence in management (usually associated with under- 
estimating the other), or to establish the congruity between Islamic man- 
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agement and the most recent Western ideas in management (spontaneous- 
ly overestimating the Also, be warned against oversimplification, 
over zeal, and imposing one’s own understandings of the revealed text as 
the only binding interpretation. For Muslims, the job is made more difficult 
because recognition of literature written in languages other than English, 
and from outside the Greco-Roman, Christian, Western intellectual tradi- 
tions, is not readily given. 

However, Muslim scholars are at an advantage by having an Islamic 
legacy replete with management. Muslims’ interest in management is not a 
twentieth century phenomenon, but an ongoing endeavor on the theoretical 
and practical levels. Contrary to the Christian scriptures, the process by 
which it was revealed, written, compiled and integrated into Muslim life is 
entirely known. The w a n ,  Hadith, and the example of the companions 
became, throughout Islamic history, the basis for engendering management 
literature. 

In the past the Islamic empires covered one-third of the world. The 
longevity of Islamic rule, withstanding internal and external pressures for 
many centuries, attests to the outstanding performance and effectiveness of 
the Islamic management ~ystem.7~ 

Christian scholars face another problem, namely, the esoteric opposition 
of body and soul which affected Christian thought over the centuries. 
Contemporary scholars call upon religious educators to move beyond this 
dichotomy that has shaped the Christian view of meaning, truth, conduct, 
being, and doing, thus confining religion to the spiritual aspect. 

In management, the Christian community has failed to maintain a balance 
between “spiritual” and “organizational” leadership. Only recently, after 
centuries of being preoccupied with the spiritual aspect, have Christian 
organizations begun to focus on the need for organizational and manageri- 
al leadership. 

Sandmark’* found Luther’s model relevant to correct this dilemma. 
According to Luther, God governs the world through both spiritual and 
secular governments. Education is part of God‘s secular government. God 
is the center not only an optional extra. Education, accordingly, will be real- 
ity-oriented as well as rooted in faith. 

For Muslims, the development of such a dualistic mode of thought is a 
recent phenomenon. The Muslims pride themselves on the belief that their 
religion is all-encompassing. Management has always been an integral part 
of Islamic scholarship and it was only during the colonial and post-inde- 
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pendence eras that Muslims came to know two kinds of management, one 
for business and another for religious affairs. 

Clearly, the task of reforming current models of education management 
is quite formidable. Academic circles are still reluctant to accept the moral 
trend in educational administration, even though it is not necessarily reli- 
gious-based. The existing worldview requires managers to dedicate them- 
selves to process, structures, roles, and indirect forms of communication 
and to ignore ideas, people, emotions and direct talk. This worldview has 
become professionalized and now is accepted as the image of good man- 
agement. It is reflected in the curricula of most university programs, in the 
mainstream of literature, in rules and regulations, and in the appraisal sys- 

SiejkSo relates this to the prevailing worldview of knowledge and educa- 
tion. We are initiated into the belief that what counts as knowledge is objec- 
tive knowledge independent, depersonalized, free from the capriciousness 
of feelings and emotions, and the chaos and instability of subjectivity. 
Caring for the sick, attending to family needs, supportiveness, feelings, 
emotions are not only ignored but are often regarded as unworthy of notice, 
consideration, and interest. 

The secular community has its reservations. The legacy of confrontation 
aside, secular scholars question the workability of religious models. 
Commenting on the American Catholic bishops’ paper on economics, the 
secular circles said that the bishops are not faced with the problem of hav- 
ing to make cost-effective choices, or to make the difficult tradeoffs that 
both managers in the private and government sectors, and legislatures must 
face. They added that the conditions, which encourage efficiency and inno- 
vation are not necessarily those that bring about justice. Another incompat- 
ibility is simplicity, advocated by Catholicism in particular “give the poor, 
and follow me,” which runs against perfectionism and profit making.8l 

Operationalizing religious models is another formidable task. We point- 
ed out that religious models are still in their infancy and much younger are 
the institutions that work as their agents. Going by the available data, there 
is much to be done. Despite the reported academic and social effectiveness 
of Catholic and Protestant schools, research findings reveal many short- 

Critics point out that church culture itself is a far cry from Biblical cul- 
ture. In the light of strong Biblical support for participatory methods, it is 
surprising that more churches are not using them; most pastors have 

comings.82 
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become comfortable with authoritarian structures. One of the great ironies 
of the history of Christianity is that its leaders constantly gave in to the 
temptation of power. Without exception they all misconceived the leader- 
ship style of Jesus.83 

In the Islamic context, empirical studies are yet to be conducted on insti- 
tutions that are supposed to be guided by the Islamic perspective. Studies 
done on religious schools per se, however, reveal that these schools are 
effective in curbing moral decline and instilling Islamic values. But much 
is still desired in terms of academic effectiveness, perhaps because they are 
generally ill-equipped.@ 

Investigating modern administrative literature reveals that both the secu- 
lar and religious models have come a long way to accommodate some of 
each other’s theses. We indicated earlier the inclination of secular models 
to incorporate, though reluctantly, concepts and values that have religious 
connotations such as caring, sharing, service, stewardship, sympathy, and 
concern for others. Religious trends, on the other hand, have accepted many 
of the secular theses and methodology. Mowryg5 gives an interesting exam- 
ple. He states that research, which, because of its “worldly” nature, was 
looked upon with suspicion by churchmen, is now the tent of the church. 

Throughout this acticle, a number of values that are accommodated by all 
trends have been mentioned. The difference is in the importance attached 
to such values and the broad context in which they are anchored. For 
instance, efficiency and cost-effectiveness, which are shared by all trends, 
are given more importance in mainstream secular scholarship. While from 
the Islamic perspective, these two values are put on par with caring and 
sharing, from the perspective of some Christian scholars these two latter are 
viewed as more important. On the other hand, the religious trend would put 
such issues into a wider perspective that links them to pleasing God and 
aspiring to success in the hereafter. Secular approaches view administration 
as a sum of technical processes, attach more significance to results rather 
than means, and exclude religion as a source of authentic knowledge and 
guidance. By contrast there are values in the secular trends that might not 
be accepted for the religious models. The author posits that control, which 
is one of the main aims of mainstream educational research, is not accept- 
able in Islamic scholarship. A principal should work to understand his staff 
rather than to control them. 

There needs to be a more rigorous analysis of the shared values between 
secular and religious models on the one hand and the Christian and Islamic 
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models on the other. Similarly, where both depart from each other, con- 
verge, or intersect needs to be specified. This would enrich a peaceful and 
cooperative culture. Admittedly, this is not an easy exercise. Some 
Christian scholars were quoted earlier as saying that modern management 
is “diametrically opposed to Biblical principles.”86 Similar views may be 
heard from Muslim scholars. As for mainstream scholarship “commensu- 
rability” of paradigms, even the secular ones, is a contentious issue, with 
scholars ranging on all points of the contr~versy.~~ 

Relevant to the above issue is the problem of religious and secular oth- 
ers.88 In a society where there is a variety of moral persuasions, it is unre- 
alistic to expect everyone to accept the Bible as the source of moral author- 
ity. The well-known phrases “Do unto others what you would have them 
do unto you” and “love your neighbor as yourself” mean, according to Cox, 
that Christians promote for other religious faiths the same privileges that 
they reserve for them~elves.8~ But this may lead to chaos and confusion that 
no one will be properly done unto as they want for themselves and thus for 
others, he adds. Thus, there needs to be some other basis upon which to 
ground values in a pluralistic culture and in a global marketplace. He 
appeals to that corpus of values that all religions have in common, teach 
only what is nonoffensive to all representative religions, the objective val- 
ues, traditional morality, and universal values that reflect civic virtues. 

As far as the Islamic perspective is concerned, the issue of the “other” is 
treated with apology. The Islamic perspective is presented in assertive 
terms, that is, it is not for compromise. The “other” is courted to understand 
and contemplate on sublime Islamic values. The “other” is also assured that 
the Islamic perspective will not adversely affect his best interests, to the 
contrary it is for the interest of mankind. Non-Muslims are positively influ- 
enced by the Islamic perspective should Muslims prove it as a going con- 
cern.% Though most Islamic values are essentially universal and humane in 
orientation and outlook, they need to be imbibed in the Muslim worldview, 
to avoid cultural relativism and not turn Islamic positions into mere per- 
sonal preferences. This does not preclude intellectual exchange. Muslim 
scholars call for creative engagement but not in the form of aping and hap- 
hazard selection. Creative engagement entails purifying, correcting, and 
reorienting the other’s thought. 

In summary, while the Islamic and Christian models promise much in the 
world of management, there are questions to be addressed. Further studies 
are also needed to provide useful insights into the performance of the 
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organizations that operate on the basis of an Islamic or Christian perspec- 
tive. 
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